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About This Game

A mysterious illness has broken out and is causing an entire village to age rapidly and die! Meanwhile, ominous music can be
heard wafting through the air… Journey to the quarantined village and find the cause of the deadly disease in Maestro: Music of

Death. While you search for the source, find a little girl, who is trapped in the town! Master this Hidden Object Puzzle
Adventure game and save the entire village!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Bonus gameplay
Sensational soundtrack

Concept art
Stunning screensavers
Wonderful Wallpapers
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wheeeeere arrrre uuuuuu marshaaaaaal\ufeffl !. This game is EPIC fun. Brings back the old Joust days with a modern twist. I
used this as a party game and we ended up playing for hours. Get 4 controllers and challenge your friends.

the basketball mode is incredible. Get the ball through the rings, so simple yet so challenging when youre friends are trying to
hijack you.

I would highly recommend this to anyone interested in local gameplay and connecting with friends.. I don't know how can
someone say this PUZZLE game looks like tetris. And what it's worse, people giving bad recommendations just because this
game is a Puzzle.

Pretty solid game for its price, great music, easy to learn but hard to master.. Since they fixed the soundtrack, I have no
problems with it! Excellent quality. =). Options with limits.

I have waited for years for a remaster for this game to be released, but unfortunately it does not allow the player to configure the
controls to their content, myself being one of them.

Coming from the N64 release; my basic controls on the N64 controller were thumbstick to aim and C-buttons for movement. So
naturally I would remap that configuration onto the Xbox 360 controller. However, the game automatically forces you to use the
thumbsticks (LST for movement RST for aim), which is completely reversed for me. Now I understand it will not bother 99%
of the players here and that's fine, I, too, use this configuration myself in other games, but for a remastered version, this is
pathetic.
Better off getting Overload. At least that game allows Full Controller Support.

Oh, and the Steam overlay (Shift+Tab) does not work for me for some reason.. +Creative
+Fun
+Somewhat Spooky
+Content for price

-Somewhat Difficult right off the bat

3\/5

Great game, somewhat spooky atmosphere. A little pricey, but I feel the game-play makes the price justified. I feel there's too
steep of a difficulty curve quite early on however.

If you liked this review Make sure to Click here and give a follow for more reviews of good, bad and decent VR titles. And 
Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles.. The gameplay is simple: You control the little pink-haired witch
and can move any distance in eight directions every turn. Your goal is to light all the magic runes on the level by moving over
them, but if an enemy steps on one it will extinguish and you have to light it again.

The game is entirely confined to little 5x5 grid levels. I was skeptical at first. What kind of level design can you do on 25 tiles?
As it turns out, quite a lot. The game mixes its few different enemy types plus environmental tiles (walls, teleports, death tiles)
into quite a variety of levels, each of which puts a clearly formulated challenge to the player.

Levels can be simply cleared or beaten in the minimum number of moves. Doing the former isn't too difficult until later in the
game, but the latter really brings out the surprising amount of complexity in the mechanics. If you're looking for a challenge,
this is it. Most levels can be cleared in around ten moves. It doesn't feel like that should be too difficult but some levels made
me give up after exhausting all the ideas I could come up with (damn those cats). Of the levels where I did find the solution I
can say that you often need a flash of insight revealing an unlikely move as a different, more effective strategy to beat a level.
Again, not what I expected from a game played on a 5x5 grid.

What I want from a puzzle game is, a non-derivative set of simple mechanics that fit well together, tight and varied level design,
and a bit of challenge. This game takes a place in my short list of games on steam that fit the bill.. The game is more retro,
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although the picture is very ordinary, but there are many small eggs. Personally, I prefer this kind of game without hints to
fumble on my own. Suggestions 1. Increase the minimap 2. Keyboard shortcut 3. I want to see the number of people online..
Excellent game. There was a lot more back-and-forth travel than the first two games, but I never transport using the map, so this
may only interest people who don't use the map for quick transport. I LOVE the ratio of puzzles to hidden object scenes. I like
hidden object puzzles, but not every other scene, like in Stolen Runes Portal of Evil. The plot was not predictabe or boring, and
the puzzles were challenging but doable. The graphics are incredible, as they have been in the last two games, and there are no
missing sound bits nor misspelled subtitles/captions. I also really enjoy the change of scenery; I know this may sound obvious
but some games have the entire map open to you from the beginning of the game, but in this trilogy, you have to discover each
place, which I prefer. Overall a great game, you should definitely get it if you're a fan of the series (and if you're not!).
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I played the demo and the first level of the game so far, and it is fast paced, intense action. There isn't a real story campaign,
just a back story.

The graphics are good on high, and the soundtrack is perfect for the game. There is some repetition to the enemies, and combat,
but that is common in most action VR games.

The biggest flaw is the lack of saving checkpoints, so you have to beat the entire level or you start back at the beginning. This is
not player friendly. I also had one bug where I fell through the map, but overall it's been pretty smooth, and the locomotion
options are good.

I bought it on sale, and recommend it at sale price.. Really... the stuff that I originally paid for ..... come on ubisoft get your act
together..... A silly game with little on the side of mechanics but it's cheap so who cares. I honeslty don't know why this game
has such a terrible rating. Sure there are better games for the same price but then again it's only a dollar. Or in my case, whereas
I got it for half that price.

The game plays well into its atmosphere with its goofiness, though unfortunately its artsyle doesn't really reflect that. But its
music is oddly somewhat enjoyable. Though despite the fun of it. It is entirely too repetitive. Again though, not the worst game.

. This product is so bad it's a scam.

It's worthless for gaming and education. It's riddled with bugs. The "help" files are links to Wikipedia pages about real life (if
you don't crash). There are a number of screens and windows that require obscure workarounds to even operate, and often
"forget" the things you've done. Windows you're working in randomly close. Values randomly change. Other world leaders offer
you contracts that they can't fulfill, and reject the contract after you accept it. Notices from advisors are substanceless and
repetitive - they do not have dialogue options that are meaningful, and you are still left with just as much information as you had
before. There is no history of your actions, or previous values for anything. Some screens won't even display the correct current
values. You cannot expedite the passing of laws even in the worst autocratic nations, and people will revolt while it's being
passed for three weeks.

This game is a J-O-K-E. If it were implemented in a spreadsheet instead, and free, I might play it at work for like five minutes
or so. This is awful and I want my money back because the developer doesn't deserve it. This isn't even something one
department or a couple of people could be responsible for. It takes the fail of multiple departments to create something this bad,
and then charge $50 for it. They probably also fired the few competent people they did have working there, just before they
realized they did still need them.

Other things you can do with $50:
Dinner and drinks for yourself and a date <3
Order pizza for a large group of friends
Buy three or four better indie games
Pay your internet bill
Send your mother flowers
Movie tickets for four
Drive to Denver and back
Buy a mouse that lists the amount of DPI on the box in bold letters because it has the most of them
...

Do you see what you've taken? This represents an entire day's work for most of us. I want recompense for this, for all of us, and
I have a solution: Customer Service. All of you (especially upper management) will provide telephone customer service for your
game. We will call you and ask you "Hi, how many more dog catchers do I need to prevent the Cat Lovers Society from
revolting?", or "Whassa wi qua you *hiccup* and *jarbled static* ha ha right?", or "I'm trying to initiate a trade embargo on
India and I need a graph of global imports and exports overlayed for the following commoditites...", and you will
administratively access our game clients and provide this information to us in real time. Also, if you could just turn the pages of
the newspaper for me that would be really helpful.. So far not worth it... would have played longer if the game hadn't crashed.
(might give it another go later)
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So few words about it, the trailer video gave a really nice impression of the game, like there would be a deep story or characters
with brilliant personalities. But immediately after starting the game I was stunned by the lack of, well any and all of what i
consider a story. You're thrown into this world with very little knowledge of what's going on and zero backstory. I mean cmon,
what i learned was basicly that the main heroine is a CEO or something and the first words i hear from her mouth is "i wanna go
for an adventure!". There's no story arc (atleast not in the begining, what i consider pretty important) to immerse the player into
the game, nor even clear directions, the first area is a big\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665building and i had no idea where i
was supposed to go.

Really i will try it again because i wasted my money on this, had there been a review telling me anything above i wouldn't have
bought it.. It's more than good enough for me. It's very short, but the replay value makes it worth it. Most of the plot stays the
same, of course, but there are a lot of different ways for the endings to play out. Given the price, it's quite worth a shot if you
enjoy the demo.. Is a great time killer with weird controls.
The deal breaker is hat the level 8 won't load which is quite unfortunate. The issue is that the level wasn't added to the final
project and still isn't solved. That should give any buyer a red flag about the game and the dev in general.
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